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Restoration of eight Stupa at Champa Monastery, Dho-Tarp.

Background
The eight stupas at Champa Monastery in Dho Tarap were erected in the old Indian
tradition, that commemorates the supreme guide from India, the Buddha, in the 15th
century by the Mustang king of Amapal at the same time as he build Champa Monastery
itself. Even though they were in need of restoration for a long, due to lack of funds it
couldn’t be done for a long time.
In 2008 the Dolpo Tulku Charitable Foundation planned the restoration and conveyed
the responsibility for collecting the appropriate funds to late Lama Ngawang Rinpoche
(father of Dolpo Tulku). The main sponsors who helped to collect the funds and
contributed themselves were Ruby Sumardi from Indonesia and Mrs. Chen Kim and
Freddy from Singapore and Irene from Malaysia. Through their kindness and the
kindness of the sponsors connected to them, we were able to rebuild the stupas as well
as consecrate them on the 15th day of the 7th Tibetan month (12. September 2011).
During the ceremony prayers were held for world peace and especially for the
fulfillment of their wishes in accordance to the Dharma, which went very well.

But after almost one & half years of its renovation, in the summer of year 2013
seven of those stupas were damaged and fallen down due to heavy rainfall during the
summer, which resulted to wash away the stupas’ land and also crumbled the stupas.
The effects of globalisation and climate change are great challenges for the environment
and the culture of the Dolpo for last few years. However, the stupas are also need to be
restored to keep the long history alive and the deeds & values of the older generations.
Therefore, the Dolpo Tulku Charitable Foundation is now again raising funds in order to
restore and protect the those eight historical stupas with a stronger structure keeping
the same design. For this project I request your kind assistance again.
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Statement showing Estimation of cost:
Particular Amount( NRs.)

1. Stones NRs. 6,00,000/-
2. Marble NRs.8,00,000/-
3. Labor cost NRs. 13,50,000/-
4. Parasol (Head of Stupa) NRs.3,00,000/-

Total Cost NRs. 3,000,000/-
(USD 30,000)

Images of Stupa at the time of restoration, after completion and then present
condition:

With Regards
Lhakpa Tsering
Manager
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